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“Photography is a way of  feeling, of  touching, of  loving.
What you have caught on film is captured forever… 

It remembers little things, long after you have forgotten everything.”



ABOUT

Stephen is a Manchester based photographer specialising in 
natural, unscripted and contemporary wedding photography.
The manner in which Stephen works means that you wouldn’t even 
know he was there for most of your day. This allows you to spend 
the day with your family and friends without having to worry about 
photographs.

Stephen is well known for his stunning creative portraits as he likes 
to create images that are unique, original, and special to your 
wedding.

Since launching Stephen McGowan Photography in 2014, Stephen 
has photographed over 100 weddings and has been recognised as 
one of the best wedding photographers in the North West UK 
being shortlisted in the ‘Best Photographer’ category for 2017, 
2018 and 2019.

Photography was a major interest to Stephen for many years prior 
to establishing his full-time business. During this time he built up 
experience in corporate, fashion and food photography, as well as 
increasing his portfolio photographing weddings.
 
When he’s not shooting a wedding he enjoys watching football, 
skiing, cycling and food.





STYLE
Relaxed, natural and colourful

Stephens style of photography is all about 
capturing those special moments that happens 
on your day.

Your laughs, your tears, your smiles; every 
emotion is captured for years to come.

Natural, unscripted, and spontaneous moments. 
Photography that tells the story of your day; 
unprompted, as it happened. 
       
All images taken are professionally edited to be 
the best that they can to withstand the test of 
time and be passed on from generation to 
generation.

The option of single or double photographer 
packages allows flexibility in deciding the 
coverage you require.









REVIEWS

Stephen was fantastic from the first time we met up to discuss the wedding, nothing was too much trouble
and he was willing to bend over backwards to accommodate our needs and made great suggestions on how
we could enhance different shots before the big day, on our wedding day he was very calming which made us
and the wedding party very relaxed, this approach got some great natural photos of people and were some 
of our favourites. Stephen is a great photographer and a great professional.

CHARLOTTE & DARYL

Thank you so much Stephen! We couldn’t have asked for a photographer to be with us on the day, you really 
put us at ease and have captured memories we’ll cherish forever! We can’t stop looking at our pics! 
Would definitely recommend!!!

LIZ & NICK

Yes, our pictures are phenomenal but EVERYTHING Stephen did went above and beyond our expectations. 
From wading through a lake in his wellies to get a good bridge shot to staying far beyond the hours we had 
paid him for all to get the perfect dusk shot that we had mentioned in passing: nothing was too much trouble.
Stephen clearly loves what he does and his shines through. He’s clearly not doing it for the money. 
Not only this but he is one of life’s good guys: a pleasure to spend the day with.

EMMA & EMILY

We loved having Stephen  as part of our day. He helped us to feel so relaxed and captured some
amazing shots of us and the venue. All our guests all commented on how relaxed he made them feel which 
really added to our day. Even before our first meeting Stephen had researched and was clearly excited to work 
at the venue and had an extraordinary eye for detail in shots. This showed in the final results and he even let us 
use a few ideas too!

CLAIRE & ADAM
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